It's not about the ideas

IT'S ABOUT

MAKING IDEAS
HAPPEN

We work around the clocks
to achieve your dreams

www.codestec.com
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About Us
Codes Technology under the umbrella of Nizmet group handling IT sectors
providing (Web, Mobile, and Desktop Application Development Services)
striving to be a known player in its ﬁeld.

Who is Nizmet Group?

Nizmet group is diversiﬁed into many sectors dealing into Metals, Recycling, Real Estate
and IT for about 2 decades we are expanding our wings on global platform on service
and international trade.

Codes Technology an independently owned, strategic creative agency. Forever, curious and ready to transform the way

business is done. We carry a passion for performance marketing and have a knack for untangling even the toughest of knots.
We ﬁrmly believe that SUCCESSFUL outsourcing is not just a normal offshore development work !

Our

We build custom SOFTWARE and APPS for our customers
to run their business efﬁciently ! Over the years we have
leveraged exceptional technological expertise at
affordable prices for niche-based web and mobile app
development projects across the globe.
At Codes Technology, we have made it our mission to
be known as the one-stop solution for your software
development needs, regardless of your business
type and size. We are a full-stack offshore software
development company having vast experience and
providing world-class software. Code technology
requires equal contributions from both ends - business
insights from clients and technical insights from our end.
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Our

Services
Web Application
Development

Custom Software
Development

Desktop Application
Developement

Custom/Third Party
API Integration

ERP Software
Development

CRM Software
Development
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Our

Services
Web Application
Development

Custom Software
Development

Desktop Application
Developement

This service include design and
development, testing, and support and
maintenance. with our experienced web
app developers also help you in
technology consultation, modernizing
legacy architectures, and migrating to
new web architecture.

We are delivering quality customized
software solutions for the web and mobile.
Our teams design, develop, deploy and
maintain software and aim at a
predefined set of requirements.

We can provide you proven quality
process, Flexible pricing options,
High-quality final product, 100%
confidentiality, Rapid scalability, and
flexibility.

Custom/Third Party
API Integration

ERP Software
Development

CRM Software
Development

Our developers give clients the ability to
connect their custom applications with
external systems either in-network or
cloud. This helps speed up development
time and cut costs.

This service will help you to bring
transparency on business operations,
monitor financial activities, and streamline
internal business processes. These
operations include manufacturing, supply
chain management, and human
resources.

We develop CRM applications across
industries like Insurance, Real Estate, Retail,
Logistics, Healthcare, Education, Travel,
Transportation, etc.
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Our

Technologies

Node.Js
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With years of experience in the software development industry, we have gained expertise
in a wide spectrum of technologies, applications, and industries. Our clients are at the
heart of everything we do, and we take pride to mold our clients’ needs.

We select an idea that transforms
businesses based on its nature
and working model.

As per the requirements of
clients, we fit them well in its
functionality.

We always keep transforming
enterprise software companies
for their business growth.

We chose to be in very close
association with the client to
maintain transparency & to
ensure better results.

Agile synonymously runs in
our veins, and hence,
enterprise software
development methodology

Offer creative space for our
team so that they can come
up with an innovative
approach in the project.
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We have embraced the majority of the widely used open source web development platform.

In Codes Technology we hired highly educated software
developers & provide them encouraging environment
so they can represent their best potential & skill.

Our team follow scrum methodology so all participate
along with the client will be stayed in loop.

We are providing the demo with a test or real data. We are
making a staging website first and later on once client
approve we will apply the changes to the LIVE website

Testing & validation are very important part of the
development so we have hired dedicated
resources for tester role.

Early discussion in the morning on a regular basis at the office. We planout the
stuff and any challenge that has to be faced during the week. We have set the
culture and also believe that communication is the key to execute the
requirement of clients. Thus we company organize events regularly in which
different teams participate and share ideas.We will make sure that group work
sustain with sharing sessions, code reviews and daily discussion.

Code is the intellectual property so we keep them
accessible and secured with GIT or BitBucket.
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Industries

We Serve

Healthcare

Finance

Transportation

Food &
Beverages

Logistics

E-Commerce

Educational

Construction
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Testimonials

Director, Livia Benaim

Senior Data Analyst, Losho Lab

CEO, Irides

CEO, Billatrex Fill

Germany

China

United Kingdom

Sweden

Team Codes is a pleasure to
work with. They know their skill, is
detail oriented and a overall
pleasure to work with. As a
result, as the company and our
demands have grown he has
been able to keep up

Excellent work according to my
need and futuristic view they
supported change which can
support for mobile tablet web
which is out of box of my need i
really appreciate their work
strongly recommend them to
anyone who is looking for Web
related changes for long-term.

Understood the (complex)
package very quickly and then
worked with our engineers to
complete the job on time and
within budget. Highly
recommended! Good skill sets
in all our application area

Codes team is extremely
knowledgeable in Custom
Software/ API Integrations, &
has demonstrated his expertise
in building good web
applications. He is very helpful,
responsive and understands
requirements well. I highly
recommend them for a
development job.

info@codestec.com

www.codestec.com

https://twitter.com/CodesTechnology

+91 97-3737-9176 (Sales & Support)

https://www.facebook.com/Codes-102295452634240

https://join.skype.com/invite/vJ4MFG5xckeW
S

https://www.instagram.com/codestechnology/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/codestechnology/
in

https/: /wwwy
. outubec
. om/channel/UCUj19lxyiqqgwIbcNppNOHQ

